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All Stock Range Carpet Tiles








All our ranges are carefully selected to offer the best quality and value for money, with ongoing availability. Each is supported by a five- or ten-year commercial wear guarantee.


FREE Next Day Delivery on orders over 200 tiles offers both convenience and cash savings for our customers, enhancing the overall value proposition of our tiles.

Our carpet tiles are environmentally friendly, featuring pile fibre made of completely recyclable polypropylene or nylon, and a backing that contains up to 70% recycled material.


Remember, it’s important to consider both the wear rating and your specific needs when choosing a product. This will ensure that you get the best value and performance from your purchase.

Basis and Logic ranges are ideal for environments with moderate use, such as offices, educational institutions, and contract installations. They offer a balance between cost and durability, making them a practical choice for these settings.


On the other hand, our RelyOn range is designed for high-traffic areas such as busy call centres or shops. These tiles are more robust, providing the durability needed in such demanding environments.

Our more expensive carpet tiles have better colour banks or are design-led premium ranges like those of Europe’s top manufacturers, but at substantially lower prices. Our cost-effective alternatives don’t compromise on design and quality - check out the price of Interface Composure online, then compare it to our Haze range. They are similar in appearance, but Haze offers a considerable saving.


Need help choosing? Phone us on 0115 940 4454 during office hours or email us anytime using our “contact us” form at carpettilewholesale.co.uk for helpful, friendly advice.
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Basis
Basis carpet tiles are cost effective and attractive, 6 colours inc blues, greys & stripes, five-year guarantee for commercial use at a great price. Home & business delivery. £2.00 per tile
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Logic Tiles
This super value-for-money budget carpet tile has a comprehensive colour bank and is very easy to clean, making it ideal for the home or the office. Home & business delivery. £2.25 per tile
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RelyOn Trade
This market leading carpet tile in 6 commercial colours provides top class, heavy contract performance at a substantially lower price than its competitors. Home & business delivery. £2.75 per tile
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Stepping Stones
A tough commercial carpet tile in an artistic geometric design, Stepping Stones provides a designer look at a very competitive price point. Home & business delivery. £2.90 per tile
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Haze
Haze carpet tiles give a subtle, textured look to your floor, adding interest especially to large areas. 700-gram pile weight provides excellent performance. Home & business delivery. £2.90 per tile
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Venice
An attractive shade range makes Venice a popular choice. This hard-wearing carpet tile brings colour as well as durability to your commercial floor space. Delivery to businesses only. £3.15 per tile
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Weave
A high specification, good acoustic properties, keen price, and a contemporary weave design in 8 colours make this commercial carpet tile a real winner. Home & business delivery. £3.35 per tile
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Urban Space
Available in 8 commercial colours and made from durable nylon yarn, Urban Space heavy contract carpet tiles are high specification but won’t break the bank. Delivery to businesses only. £4.15 per tile







Choosing an ongoing range from a reputable supplier ensures that you can maintain a consistent look in your space even if you need more tiles in the future. Whilst clearance deals can offer good savings, the availability of those products is limited.


By carefully selecting from hundreds of available carpet tiles, we ensure that each range we stock provides the best value for its price point. This strategy demonstrates our commitment to quality and value, and you can be confident that you are getting great value for money, no matter which range you choose.

Of course, if there are other carpet tile ranges that you would like a price for, just get in touch. We have accounts with all the major manufacturers, so we can supply any carpet tile.


Basis is the most affordable commercial carpet tile in our collection making it an excellent choice for customers who are budget-conscious but still want quality


Logic is consistently a favourite among customers due to its superior specifications compared to many other entry-level products, whilst being very cost-effective. This makes it an excellent value-for-money choice.


RelyOn Trade, with its heavy contract nylon loop pile, is priced competitively to provide superb value. High in quality and keenly priced, RelyOn is a compelling choice for those seeking durability and affordability.


Stepping Stones is a hard-wearing contract polypropylene carpet tile whose subtle textured colourways make it an attractive and popular choice for diverse settings.


Haze benefits from a hefty 700 gram pile weight, so a great spec for the price. This design-led tile is very effective in both large and small spaces.


Composure is a premium carpet tile that’s a fantastic choice for high-end commercial environments. Its subtle, shaded, heavyweight nylon pile creates a calming environment, this range will retain its good looks for many years


Venice is a general contract polypropylene carpet tile available in a great range of colours for commercial use


Weave is a heavy contract nylon fibre carpet tile, with a Class 33 rating which will withstand even the busiest places whilst providing a sense of style with its textured weave design.


Urban Space is a heavy contract nylon loop with a good colour bank comprising mottled colours which will hide marks making it a great choice for busy commercial areas.


Don't forget we offer next day delivery and if you order 200 or more tiles, the delivery is free!


Click this link to return to our home page and check out all the other top quality carpet tiles we have for available.

For office fit outs visit our page on carpet tiles for the office.

We’ll happily send you more information and free samples of any of our tiles, so have a browse - please get in touch if you need any help.
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Tile Calculator








Calculate tiles 
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Get Free Samples




 
See how
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Delivery Rates
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Need Any Help?
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					 Got any questions?
0115 940 4454
ash@carpettilewholesale.co.uk
Ind Est Maythorne Farm, Southwell, NG25 0RS (By appointment only)
HELP

Follow us:

	Facebook
	Instagram
	LinkedIn
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